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You will want to 

make more than one 

of this sweet        

mug rug/coaster.  

Perfect as a gift for 

guests at bridal 

showers or baby 

showers.  Need a 

quick way to say   

“I Love You” to     

someone special?  

Give this easy     

pattern a try! 

Completed Size:  8 inches wide x  8 inches tall 

 

Materials Needed  

 1 Fat  Eighth Fuchsia With Light and Dark Tones (Heart) 

 1 Fat Eighth White/Fuchsia Print (Heart)    

 1 Fat Eighth Solid White  (Border #1) 

 1 Fat Eighth Pink/White Check (Border #2)  

 1 Fat Eighth Solid Fuchsia (Binding)  

 1 Coordinating Print  measuring  10 inches x 10 inches (Backing) 

 1 Quilt Batting  Scrap  measuring 10 inches x 10 inches  
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Cutting Instructions 

 

Fuchsia Light/Dark Tone Fabric   

 (1) 5.5 inch wide x 4.5 inch tall rectangle 

 (2) 3 inch x 1.75 inch rectangles 

 

White/Fuchsia Print 

 (4) 1.75 inch x 1.75 inch squares 

 (2) 3 inch x 3 inch squares 

 

White Solid 

 (2) 1 inch x 6 inch rectangles 

 (2) 1inch  x 7 inch rectangles  

 

Pink/White Check 

 (2) 1.25 inch x  7 inch  rectangles 

 (2) 1.25 inch x  9 inch rectangles  

 

Fuchsia Solid 

 (2) 2.25 inch x 21 inch strips for binding                                                                           

        

  

 

Sewing Instructions: 

 

Step 1.  Choose one 1.75 inch white/fuchsia print square and place it right side down  on your work surface.  Using a 

thin pencil, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of  the square.   

 

Step 2.  Place the white/fuchsia print  square right side down on top of a 3 x 1.75 inch, right side up, fuchsia light/dark    

rectangle.  Sew from corner to corner along the diagonal line as detailed in the diagram below.  

 

 

 

Step 3.  Use a ruler to mark off the quarter inch seam allowance, trim and 

press the seam toward the white/fuchsia print fabric as detailed in the diagram 

at right.    

 

 

Quilting Math 

1/4 inch = .25 inch 

1/2 inch = .5 inch          

3/4 inch = .75 inch 

“ is the symbol for inch 

 

Gray Barn Design Notes 

 All seams are 1/4 inch , unless otherwise 

noted in instructions 

 Assume width of fabric = 44 inches 

 Press seams as indicated  

 Sew seams with right sides together 
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Sewing Instructions: 

Step 4.  Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 using one 1.75 inch white/fuchsia print square for the right side of the rectangle.  This is a 

flying geese unit.   

 

 

 

Make 2 flying geese units. 

 

 

Special Note:  There will be a 1/4 inch overlap of the fuchsia triangles on the flying geese units.  

The flying geese units should look like the diagram at right.     
 

 

Step 5.  Choose two flying geese units and sew them together as detailed in the diagram below.  Press seam open. This is 

a double flying geese unit.     

 

 

Make 1 double flying geese unit.       

 

Step 6.  Choose the two 3 inch white/fuchsia print squares and place them  right side down  on your work surface.  Using a 

thin pencil, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of  each  square.   

 

Step 7.  Place one white/fuchsia print square right side down on top of the 5.5 x 4.5 inch, right 

side up, fuchsia light/dark rectangle.  Sew from corner to corner along the diagonal line as 

detailed in  the diagram at right. 

 

 

Step 8.  Use a ruler to mark off the quarter inch seam allowance, trim and 

press the seam toward the white/fuchsia print as detailed in the diagram at 

right.    

 

Step 9.  Repeat steps 6, 7 and 8 using one 3 inch white/fuchsia print square for the right side of the rectangle as detailed 

below.  Note white/fuchsia print triangle seams will overlap by 1/4 inch.   
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Sewing Instructions (cont’d) 

 

Step 10.  Sew the double flying geese unit created in Step 5 to a heart unit created in 

Step 9 as detailed in the diagram  at right.  Press seam toward the larger heart unit.   

 

The heart block should now measure 5.5 inches wide and 5.75 inches tall.   

 

 

 

 
Step 11.  Referring to the diagram at right, sew a 

white 1 inch x 6 inch white rectangle to the left side 

and to the right side of the heart block.  Press seams 

toward white rectangles.  Trim rectangles so they 

are even with the heart block.   

 

Next, sew a 1 inch  x  7 inch white rectangle to the 

top and to the bottom of the heart block.  Press 

seams toward the white rectangles.  Trim rectangles 

so they are even with the heart block.   

 

 

Step 12.  Referring to the diagram at 

right, sew a 1.25 inch x 7 inch pink/

white check rectangle to the left side 

and to the right side of the heart block. 

Press seams toward pink/white check 

rectangle.  Trim rectangles so they are 

even with heart block.    

 

Next, sew a 1.25 inch x 9 inch pink/

white check rectangle to the top and to 

the bottom of the heart block.  Press 

seams toward the pink/white check 

rectangles.   Trim rectangles so they are 

even with the heart block.    

 

Step 13:  Layer the backing fabric, batting and pieced heart and quilt using your favorite technique.  

Step 14:  Trim the heart to make sure it is square after quilting.  It should measure approximately 8 x 8 inches square.   

Step 14:  Sew the 2.25 inch binding strips together and attach to the quilt using your favorite binding technique.  

Step 15:  Share this sweet heart with someone you love! 

 

 

 

 

 

Like free quilt patterns?  Follow us at www.graybarndesigns.com  


